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I had the privilege there of meeting the men on
our destroyers Haida , Cayuga and Crusader , and there again
I found the same high morale, and the same feeling among
those to whom I spoke, that they were Canadians carrying
out Canada's shdre and doing their part in a job which
Canada and many other nations feel should be done in the
interests of stability and peace in the world, and that they
were proud of the fact that they were doing it well . This
high morale of our men in Korea is due in large measure to
the success which has attended the operations of our rotation
scheme . They know they are there for a set period and so far
there has been no breakdown in the rotating of these men ,
and they do not expect that there will be any breakdown . They
know what they are up against, for what period they are up
against it, and when they may expect to come home . When
they do they can, if they so wish, re-enlist for another tour
of duty . The fact that there is this precision, and tha t
it is not only paper precision, but actual working precision
in the terms of their duty there, has much to do with the
spirit in which they accept the discomforts . It is not all
the pleasant feature which I witnessed in the sounding of the
retreat by one of these battalions when they were going
through their ceremonies of lowering the flag at eventide .
They know what they have to do and they are satisfied they
are doing a good job, and doing it well .

Honolulu

At Honolulu we were also very graciously received
and I was taken around by Admiral Stump on his boat t o
tour Pearl Harbour and have pointed out to me what happened
on the morning of December 7, 1941, how it happened, and why
it is that there are still the remains of no less than 1,000
American seamen in the Arizona on whose deck we were and where
it was my privilege on behalf of all of us to deposit a
wreath .

We then visited the aircraft carrier Boxer and
were shown what a modern aircraft is and what it can do if
ever it requires to be done . I believe all those men are
prepared, and feel as we do that that state of preparedness
and readiness may be sufficient to avoid the necessity of
ever having to bring these planes into action .

It was with perhaps some increased confidence, that
thàt stdte of preparedness and the high morale of our friends
all over the world will bring about that happy condition ,
that I come back to my duties in this House and invite you,
b:r . Speaker, and my colleagues not to complacency, but to a
feeling that what is being done at the present time is of
sufficient value to make it worth while to continue doing it .

S/C


